
Virtual Reality Game's NFT

VRGW Build in February 2022

Our VRG NFT Details 
Virtual Reality Game's is a platform where people can Earn fr his regular life game's. 

And our Virtual Reality Game's wallet is most safe & secured wallet to store your assets 

We have 3 category NFT in our NFT section and also A Rare item store. Different Categories 
will use to have different different power limit and position 

Going to launch NFT from 1st January 2023

Silver  NFT : Silver NFT Holders will get 100 power hash in his game play ( For sneakers 
NFT it will be 100 Hash speed ) 

He can get a car under 100 #power. Can get silver rank Car skin + car design 

Platinum NFT : Platinum NFT Holders will Get 150 #power in his game play ( For sneakers 
NFT it will be 150 Hash speed ) You can Upgrade NFT #power with VRGW and Completing 
tasks. 

He can get a car under 150 #power. Can get platinum rank car skin + car design



Diamond NFT : Diamond NFT Holders will Get 200 #power in his game play  ( For sneakers 
NFT it will be 200 Hash speed ) You can Upgrade NFT #power with VRGW and Completing 
tasks. 

He can get a car under 200 #power. Can get platinum rank car skin + car design + self 
customized car colour. 

Rare NFT : 

Rare MFT Holders Will get 350 #power in his game play ( Sneakers NFT will be 350 Hash 
Speed ) You can Upgrade NFT #power with VRGW and Completing tasks. 

He can get all Rank Car skin/ shoe's skin  + access to use any car by purchase + Self 
customized stickers , design and colour

Rare NFT Holder can get all facility ( Silver + Platinum + Diamond ) and access to do self 
customized 

The
TOP Upgrade 



How To use NFT 
Buy NFT And start playing with the NFT. You can play different game with different NFT. Use the 
NFT ( Which NFT you have you can use that NFT power to play the game ) to play the game 
and earn VRG. 

What us VRG ?Use Of VRG - 
Full meaning of VRG is - Virtual Reality Glasses. It came under the main concept of VRGW 
( Virtual Reality Games World) virtual Life. 

VRG is our Utility Token. People can earn VRG by playing VRG Games with VRGW NFTs. 

A player can upgrade his Weapons , Car design , Car skin's , Shoes skin's  with VRG. And also 
can participate in Lucky spin and Lucky Draw with VRG and VRGW both. 

70% of NFT sell amount will add in VRG Liquidity and also 60% of Fairlaunch amount of VRG 
will add in VRG Pancake Swap liquidity. 

$VRG is Utility of $VRGW
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